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Flower arranging has always been popular as a hobby, but now more and more people are taking floristry up
as a full-time career - a real antidote to a desk job that offers far more in the way of creativity. This book is
ideal for anyone who has covered the basics and wants to know more, whether youre indulging an interest or
serious about starting your own business.Full of step-by-step techniques and a source of great ideas both

traditional and modern, "Floristry" contains everything you need to know. Sections on choosing and buying
flowers, how to care for them, tools you'll need and colour and design theory cover all the basics.
Comprehensive sections then follow with great ideas for every occasion, from gift bouquets and

arrangements, to wedding designs, funeral flowers and venue decoration. Fully illustrated throughout with
beautiful colour photographs, this is the only book you need to help you become a fabulous florist.

Higher education is more than a college degree. A successful florist understands the principles of design
aesthetics composition and colour to capture the mood of the customer.
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We produce whimsical bold and earthy floral designs with a wild streak for. I create flower arrangements that
feel. MomentsFloristryFlorist Call now Get directions Call now Get directions. We specialize in floral

bouquets floral centerpieces floral ceremony decor wedding receptions. Watch from anyway on your own
schedule. Translations. Florists must also be able to source purchase and store floral materials which by their
nature are fragile and shortlived. The Floristry Program is designed to give students a thorough wellbalanced
training in the buying and selling of floral. Wedding floristry 3 C 53 F Wholesale floral supplies catalogue of

everything for the florist 1901 15 F Wreaths 23 C 181 F. Floristry From a small bouquet to a wedding
centerpiece creating a fragrant and beautiful floral display is a talent combining artistry and technical skills.
TG Floristry takes a fresh take on floral designing. A successful florist understands the principles of design

aesthetics composition and colour. More about Floristry.
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